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Goldstone: ‘If This Was a
Court Of Law, There Would
Have Been Nothing Proven.’

At Odds: Richard Goldstone, in his New York office, says
his report on Gaza presents only tentative findings. But
the document makes bold allegations that haven’t been
scrutinized. Photo by Ariel Jankelovitz.

By Gal Beckerman

By Hezi Aris

Godfrey
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for Alvarado voters.
One such
vote was cast
by Alvarado’s
attorney, Wilson
Soto,
who
was hosting a
reception at his
8 Huron Road
residence
for
newly
seated
Supreme Court
Justice
Sonya
Sotomayor.
His home address is NOT
see Annabi Pg. 7

Mayor Amicone Continues
to Drive Economic
By
Development Plans onto Michael Berenbaum
Destructive Shoals
and Jon Avnet

Page 18

Peggy

express

Yonkers, NY -- Sandy
Annabi
lost
her September
15th primary
challenge
to
incumbent and
Democratic
Party nominee
José Alvarado
by five votes.
Since
then,
it has come
to light the
p r i m a r y
was marred by illegal
suppression of Annabi
voters and fraudulent votes

Appreciation: A Life of Resistance Marek Edelman, 90,
Last Ghetto Uprising Commander

Weir
Only
Human

Page 19

with

see Goldstone Pg.4

Referring to...

Alisa
Singer

Reprinted

Annabi Calls for Criminal
Investigation of Primary
Election Fraud

There was a time,
fourteen years ago, when
the premise for the rewards
economic
development
would bestow on the City of
Yonkers took root. It did so
under the aegis of of John
Spencer, whose charismatic
drive and personal skills
won him sway and favor
over the Yonkers City

Council when he acceded
to mayor. He would coax,
cajole, and even bully the
Legislative Branch toward
the page from which they
collectively began to plan
for Yonkers rejuvenation
and rebirth. He was able
to breathe life into his
concepts with a bit of
daring, a heavy dose of
panache, and a disarmingly
skillful charm with a
see Hezitorial Pg. 2

Reprinted with express
permission of the “The
Jewish Daily Forward
Online” home of the the
weekly
“Forward”
newspaper. First published
October 7, 2009. issue of
October 16, 2009.
Marek Edelman, the last
surviving commander of
the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising, was the fighter
who stayed behind.

Unlike his fellow surviving
uprising leaders, Edelman
did not leave Poland after
see Appreciation Pg. 21
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The Hezitorial From Page 1
swagger that was akin to
a street-smart demeanor,
a can-do attitude, a crystal
clear vision and a steely
focus.
Within his first four years,
he got Yonkers unstuck
from the muddied quagmire
that
circumstances
brought to bear on the
city, stymied by changing
economic circumstances,
and stirred into a frenzy
over desegregation issues
that would stay its growth
to this day. By the end
of his term in office,
a
growing
crescendo
of “engaged” citizens
began to question every
move his administration
made. Walls were quickly
erected. One could soon
sense the presence of an
ivory tower; in time it
became an indelible vision
when thinking about City
Hall, especially that of the
Executive Branch.
The promise of Executive
and Legislative branches
working together was
the panacea that became
the experiment that had
promise to deliver. It began
with great expectation. It
faltered by the political
infighting that sapped the
integrity of its vision and
its concepts bled before
everyone’s eyes.
When the mantle of
power was reluctantly
passed to Deputy Mayor
Phil Amicone, Yonkersites
believed he could bridge
the final years of divide
between the two branches
of government. It was
the only inferred promise
Yonkerites took to the
voting booth. What was
considered
plausible
then would wither before
everyone’s eyes over the
next 6 years.
Mayor Amicone’s
dream to build a baseball
stadium in Yonkers would
evolve over four stages
of evolution. It comes to
the Yonkers City Council

propitiously 7 years after
its initial inception by Mr
Amicone, and two weeks
before the 2009 election
season. SFC Yonkers will
garner an easy 5 out of 7
votes for its building. The
present financial standing
of the developers is such
that they are not likely to
build very much, if anything
over many years hence.
The terms of the Land
Disposition
Agreement
(LDA) promised over one
week ago to be made public
is still not to be seen, either
by the public or the Yonkers
City Council membership.
One must ask what are they
voting for? They do not
know! We do not know. It is
the taxpayer’s money over
which they are making a
decision. The taxpayer has
yet to learn what the plan
is, what it will return, when
it will begin, when it will
be completed, and if there
is any recourse should the
developers be incapable
of moving the project
forward. Lastly if there is
any repercussion available
to the city to redress issues
that will probably crop up
into the future.
Yonkersites have been
fed a heavy does of SFC
Yonkers to the exclusion
of everything else. The
calamity will eventually
unfold squarely on SFC
Yonkers. It needs to be
contractually sealed before
the full scope of how
poorly we have been served
by Yonkers Corporation
Counsel’s diminutive legal
skills visa-vis the more
erudite skills of those
available the developer.
Yonkers Tribune
pronounces
the
SFC
Yonkers Inc project the
greatest debacle to ever
confront the viability of
the city bar none. The
blame
falls
squarely
before Yonkers Mayor
Phil Amicone, and those
who have become his

stooges. Among them
Yonkers Tribune counts
the destructive, smirking
Yonkers City Council
Pesident Chuck Lesnick
who has enabled this
travesty for over four
years. Lest he believe he is
off the hook, Mr Lesnick’s
challenger, endorsed by
Mayor Amicone, adept
at
mimicking
Mayor
Amicone’s every word
without it registering among
any of his synapses, is Jim
Castro-Blanco. In reality,
Mr Castro-Blanco is on his
own now. Mayor Amicone
has thrown his support
behind Mr Lesnick. The
reality is that Mr Lesnick
has been a puppet of Mayor
Amicone from day one. He
fooled us then. Mr Lesnick
was the first candidate
we ever endorsed. It was
appropriate then. We were
also the first to call him
duplicitous weeks before
he took office. We finally
got to see his stripes and
he has been wearing them
ever since.
Mr. Lesnick, as reported
by the YTrib many months
ago is also being supported
by former New York State
Senator
Nick
Spano.
Mr. Castro-Blanco will
continue to feign interest in
challenging the incumbent.
When he likely loses to Mr.
Lesnick, he will find his
name the next nominee to
replace Inspector General
Phil
Zisman.
Mayor
Amicone conjures one plot
after another; and he was
and continues to be thought
of as non-political. The true
definition of spin.
Mayor Amicone continues
to play the same game that
has been at play for some
time. The Gazette Building,
restored to its former grand
stature by developer Joseph
Spiezio III, who held a
long-term lease agreement
with the city has weeks
ago has sold the lease to
the city. The price for the

transaction is unknown.
What is also not known is
with what funds was the
lease purchased?
There was a time when
City Hall considered Mr.
Spiezio a carpet bagger.
they ingratiated him for as
long as he followed every
directive they demanded of
him. They tired of him and
attempted to push him out.
When Nick Sprayregen
came to Yonkers, City Hall
hoped they could get him to
spend his money to build a
showcase built on the vision
they passed as a plausible
concept. He bought the
properties along Larkin
Plaza, Main Street, and
Warburton. He was denied
the Gazette Building for
which he was at one time in
negotiation to buying. With
City Hall now becoming
the owner of real estate,
City Hall has blocked Mr.
Sprayregen from continue
to build his vision. He too
is on the outs. The owners
of 66 Main, Ken Deardon,
is also not held in high
regard. the Collins brothers
are also thought of poorly.
Robert MacFarlane of
Homes for America was
despised, so much so, when
city Hall recognized he
was financially squeezed
they made him wait their
deliberations at the CDA for
1 1/2 to await his financial
demise. They put him into
bankruptcy. The successor
to the Point Street landing
Project that is one aspect
of the Alexander Street
Redevelopment
Project
is a former partner of Al
DelBello. He will be able
to move ahead because he
is considered one of the
inside crowd.
There was even a time
when Hovnanian, the single
home developer was said to
be the chosen developer on
property to be developed.
It was a lie. When Yonkers
tribune broke that story,
see The Hezitorial Pg. 3
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The Hezitorial From Page 2
the scam was revealed.
Hovananian packed and
went elsewhere. Harvey
Werinsten and Robert
DeNiro were told to leave
even after they purchased
property in Yonkers to

develop and enhance the
Tribeca Film Festival and
the partners film industry
plans. They would not play
inside a closet. They were
above board.City Hall
brought in Mr. MacFarlane

to buy them out and then
they kicked Mr. MacFarlane
out.
City Hall’s conduct is that
of a teenager; revved up and
ready to go yet not much
experience from which to

draw upon. Their modus
operandi is repetitiously
monotonous. It is based on
serving the “Friends and
Family” network; the rest
are considered
riff-raff to be used and

abused by City Hall until
City Hall’s friends and
family can replace them.
How does City Hall view
you? Friend, family, or riffraff?

Alchemy: Magic, Myth or Science?

By
Barbara Barton Sloane
A new and intriguing
exhibit at the Bruce Museum
in Greenwich, Connecticut
opened on September 26 and
will run through January 3,
2010. “Alchemy: Magic,
Myth or Science?” describes
the history and importance
of alchemy, the precursor to
modern chemistry, through
artwork and artifacts. With
nearly 100 paintings, prints,
documents,
instruments
and mineral specimens on
exhibit, one is introduced

to the world of alchemy
from ancient times through
its flourishing in the 16th
and 17th centuries, and can
explore the science that it
inspired.
Alchemy began as part of
the world view of ancient
peoples who combined the
natural and the supernatural.
It dates back more than
2500 years, and began with
Greek, Indian and Chinese
philosophers who studied
the properties of matter and
attempted to understand
them. This show looks at
the beginnings of alchemy
through a variety of objects,
including a 15th-century
Tibetan mandala from the
Rubin Museum of Art, a
Persian wine jug and ore
specimens from the Bruce’s
own collection.
North Africans brought

alchemy to Europe where
it flourished in the Middle
Ages. Several Dutch and
Flemish painters of the time
depict alchemy as a foolish
and unimportant pursuit. For
example, Pieter Brueghel
the Younger’s The Alchemist
and Death combines the
symbolic elements of the
hourglass, a human skull
and the specter of death to
illustrate the fleeting nature
of human endeavors.
Though alchemists
failed in their attempts to
create gold from lead, they
succeeded in laying the basis
for modern chemistry. Their
work resulted in the practical
chemistry of manufacturing
such useful products as

Porcelain, dyes, pigments,
perfumes, gunpowder, acids,
tonics and medicines. Here
you will see an arresting, lifesize diorama of David Teniers
the Younger’s Alchemist in
His Workshop, which shows
the alchemist surrounded
by the tools of his trade. A
particularly engaging object,
the
16th-century
book
of “secrets” by the Lady
Isabella Cortese, discloses
her recipes for perfumes and
useful household objects.
Interactive stations allow
visitors to explore the
chemistry of scent.
One might ask, where does
alchemy end and chemistry
begin? The line is unclear
with notables such as the

17th-century
intellectual
Robert Boyle who explored
not
only
traditional
alchemical pursuits but also
scientific experimentation.
This exhibit displays images
and objects associated with
Boyle and also with the 18thcentury researcher Altoine
Lavoisier – both considered
fathers of the modern science
of chemistry. “Alchemy:
Magic, Myth or Science?”
is part of the Year of Science
2009 celebration, www.
yearofscience2009.org.
The Bruce Museum
is located at 1 Museum
Drive
in
Greenwich,
Connecticut. Free admission
to all on Tuesdays. www.
brucemuseum.org.
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Yonkers PBA President
Detective Eddie Armour
On the Level with Hezi Aris

New Rochelle, NY -- Yonkers
PBA President Eddie Armour
will be the guest of
both Richard Narog
and Hezi Aris this
Tuesday,
October
13th, from 10:00
AM to 11:00 AM on
WVOX-1460 AM
dial and worldwide
by way of audio
streaming technology
on www.WVOX.com
The show is conducted with
your input and inquiry. The
Call In - Talk Show format
allows us to solicit your
input shamelessly. So we do.
All we ask is that you stay on
topic. Telephone lines will
open after the bottom hour
commercial break, that is,
after 10:30 am. Call us at

914-636-0110.
An MP3 memorializing
the show is stored
for your convenience
in our archive for
retrieval when you
demand it.
For those who
demand
more
radio and want to
hear Hezi Aris on
topics relevant to
Westchester County from a
Yonkers perspective, listen to
Good Morning Westchester
with Bob Marrone on
Wednesdays at 8:35 am when
he and Hezi get into the mix.
Good Morning Westchester
with Bob Marrone is heard
from 6:00 am to 9:00 am,
from Monday to Friday.

Email Your News
to us at

WHYTEditor
@gmail.com

“America’s great
community radio
stations!”
-The Wall Street Journal

The Voice of The Golden Apple
One Broadcast Forum, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801 (914) 636-1460

Goldstone: ‘If This Was a Court Of Law, There
Would Have Been Nothing Proven.’ From Page 1
permission of the “The
Jewish Daily Forward
Online” home of the the
weekly
“Forward”
newspaper. First published
October 7, 2009. issue of
October 16, 2009.
The incident detailed in
paragraphs 713 through
716 of the Goldstone
Report, if accurate, was a
moment of indiscriminate
terror.
A hundred members of the
extended al-Samouni family
are gathered together in
one house, ordered there by
Israeli soldiers patrolling
their Gaza neighborhood
of Zeytoun as part of
Operation Cast Lead. Five
men step out of the house to
collect firewood. Suddenly,
out of nowhere, a missile
strikes them, fired, possibly,
from an Apache helicopter.
Two or three more missiles
follow, this time aimed
directly at the house. In
all, 21 family members are
killed, among them many
women and small children.
When the surviving alSamounis attempt to leave
and make their way to
Gaza City, they are told by
an Israeli soldier to return
to the house, to “go back to
death.”
Related Articles
The Goldstone Disconnect
A Quick Burial For
Goldstone’s Report on
Gaza
In Jewish Critiques of
U.N. Report, Goldstone
Nowhere To Be Found
A few pages later, in
paragraphs 822 through
826, there’s another scene
of seemingly unprovoked
violence. In a mosque on
the outskirts of Jabilyah,
somewhere between 200
and 300 men and women
are gathered for the evening
prayer. An explosion rips

the front door off its hinges
and flings it all the way
across the room. A missile
has struck the mosque’s
entrance, killing 15 people,
some kneeling mid-prayer.
A boy sitting by the door
has his leg blown off.
The details are hard to
turn away from, but they
have, in fact, been largely
ignored.
Instead,
the
heated conversation about
the Goldstone Report,
the United Nations factfinding mission led by
Richard Goldstone, an
internationally respected
jurist and a South African
Jew, has revolved mostly
around political questions
— charges of imbalance,
lack of context and a
history of anti-Israel bias
on the part of the U.N.
Human Rights Council,
which gave Goldstone his
charge.
Goldstone’s findings
themselves
have,
meanwhile,
been
left
largely unexamined. The
36 specific incidents he
focuses on in his report
paint a disturbing picture of
an Israeli army purposefully
targeting unarmed civilians.
But the facts of the
report are built mostly on
testimonies of Palestinian
eyewitnesses, which have
received little scrutiny or
verification. Critics also
call attention to parts of
the commission’s work that
they say was sloppily done,
without sufficient crossexamination and double
checking of information.
Alternative interpretations
of the incidents described
are not considered, let
alone fully explored.
Tellingly, in an interview
with the Forward on
October 2, Goldstone
himself
acknowledged
the tentative nature of his
findings.
“Ours wasn’t an

investigation, it was a
fact-finding
mission,”
he said, sitting in his
Midtown Manhattan office
at Fordham University
Law School, where he is
currently visiting faculty.
“We made that clear.”
Goldstone defended
the report’s reliance on
eyewitness accounts, noting
his mission had crosschecked those accounts
against each other and
sought corroboration from
photos, satellite photos,
contemporaneous reports,
forensic evidence and the
mission’s own inspections
of the sites in question.
For all that gathered
information, though, he
said, “We had to do the best
we could with the material
we had. If this was a court
of law, there would have
been nothing proven.”
Goldstone emphasized
that his conclusion that
war crimes had been
committed was always
intended as conditional. He
still hopes that independent
investigations
carried
out by Israel and the
Palestinians will use the
allegations as, he said, “a
useful road map.”
He recalled his work as
chief prosecutor for the
international war crimes
tribunal in Yugoslavia
in 1994. When he began
working, Goldstone was
presented with a report
commissioned by the U.N.
Security Council based on
what he said was a factfinding mission similar to
his own in Gaza.
“We couldn’t use that
report as evidence at all,”
Goldstone said. “But it
was a useful roadmap for
our investigators, for me
as chief prosecutor, to
decide where we should
investigate. And that’s
the purpose of this sort
see Goldstone Pg.5
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Goldstone: ‘If This Was a Court Of Law, There Would Have Been Nothing Proven.’
From Page 4

of report. If there was an
independent investigation
in Israel, then I think
the facts and allegations
referred to in our report
would be a useful road
map.”
Nevertheless, the report
itself is replete with bold
and
declarative
legal
conclusions seemingly at
odds with the cautious and
conditional explanations
of its author. The report
repeatedly refers, without
qualification, to specific
violations of the Fourth
Geneva
Convention
committed
by
Israel
and other breaches of
international law. Citing
particular cases, the report
determines unequivocally
that Israel “violated the

prohibition under customary
international law” against
targeting civilians. These
violations, it declares,
“constitute a grave breach”
of the convention.
It is this rush to judgment
based on what critics believe
to be unsubstantiated
allegations that has angered
some who have delved into
the details.
“If the accusations
are true they are very
serious,” said Avi Bell, a
law professor at Bar-Ilan
University. “But they are
still just accusations. That
doesn’t make them true in
and of themselves. That’s
where the fact-finding
should begin, not where it
should end.”
Goldstone said he

believed Israel did have
a
“responsibility”
to
respond in some way to the
incessant Hamas missiles
from Gaza. It was the form
this response took that, he
said, “amounted to reprisals
and collective punishment,
and constitute war crimes.”
The report’s brief against
Israel can be broken down
into two broad categories.
For the first, it uses satellite
maps, eyewitness accounts
and
on-the-ground
inspection to illustrate
many instances in which
large civilian infrastructure
sites in Gaza were targeted
and
destroyed—food
storage centers, water
supply sources, agricultural
land, sewage plants, as
well as police stations and

the legislative building
in Gaza City. The only
explanation for this kind of
targeting, said Goldstone,
is to collectively punish the
population. Indeed, most
legal experts agree that
targeting such non-military
sites is a war crime. But in
its own published report
on Cast Lead, issued
in July, Israel openly
acknowledges
hitting
these non-military targets,
characterizing them instead
as part of the “Hamas
terrorist
infrastructure,”
and therefore legitimate
objects for attack.
It is the second category
of charges in the report that
many Israelis condemn
furiously as a kind of
blood libel, contesting not

Epiphany Park - a comic by Zuri A. Stanback

only Goldstone’s legal
conclusions about what
happened, but also that
the events in question
happened at all.
Goldstone asserts that
the Israeli army, in a
few detailed instances,
specifically
targeted
unarmed, non-combatants
on the ground in conditions
where no fighting was
taking place. If true,
these would be serious
breaches of Israel’s own
“Law of Armed Conflict.”
Unlike the destruction of
infrastructure, Israel has
repeatedly
emphasized
in public that under no
circumstances does it
condone
shooting
of
civilians.
While
not
see Goldstone Pg. 6
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Goldstone: ‘If This Was a Court Of Law, There Would Have Been Nothing Proven.’
From Page 5

disclosing details, the
Israeli army has said that
it is looking into 100
complaints related to the
Gaza operation and is
currently conducting 13
criminal investigations.
In a section entitled,
“Deliberate
Attacks
Against
the
Civilian
Population,” Goldstone’s
report
examines
11
incidents, including the
al-Samouni family deaths
and the strike against the
al-Maqadmah mosque in
Jabaliyah. Both have also
been cited repeatedly by
Goldstone in his public
comments as particularly
egregious examples of what
he termed Israel’s criminal
conduct during the war.
In the al-Samouni case,
the report lists its sources
of
information.
Five
members of the family
were interviewed, as well
as a few neighbors. The
mission also interviewed
Palestinian Red Crescent
personnel who said they
sought but were denied
permission by the Israeli
Army to come to the aid
of those wounded. Mission

members visited the site of
the house that was hit in the
attack. Goldstone described
sitting with the family
among the debris of their
destroyed house. Material
from other NGOS—it
doesn’t distinguish which
ones—were also reviewed.
The mission also examined
photos that appeared to
verify the deaths of the 21
men, women and children
the witnesses said died.
But for the most part,
the actual details of the
events that took place on
the morning of January
5, 2009, resulting in the
21 deaths, were pieced
together from eyewitness
testimony.
Israel responded
dismissively to initial
reports of the Army’s attack
on the home of Wa’el alSamouni. On January 9,
Israeli Army spokesman
Jacob Dallal denied that the
army gathered any large
group of people into the
house or that any attack had
taken place on any house in
the neighborhood at all. It
is a statement the army has
never amended.

http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com
http://www.bashianfarberlaw.com

Despite this declaration,
the
Goldstone
report
shows photos of Wa’el alSamouni’s home, taken
on January 18, when the
surviving family members
were finally able to return.
The photos “show feet
and legs sticking out from
under the rubble and sand,
and rescuers pulling out the
bodies of women, men and
children,” the report notes.
The house, and most other
houses in the neighborhood
had been demolished, the
report adds.
Some have challenged
the report’s version. These
critics raise questions as
to whether the Samounis’
neighborhood was fully
pacified when the Israeli
Army shelled the house,
as the report contends.
Jonathan Halevi, a retired
lieutenant colonel in the
Israel army, submitted
material to the commission
citing accounts of combat
by
Palestinian
armed
groups that he argued
disproved many assertions
made in the report.
The Goldstone report made
use of Halevi’s material,
finding that they actually
supported Goldstone’s own
findings. But Halevi faulted
Goldstone for failing to
look into similar material
freely available elsewhere
on-line.
In the material Halevi sent
to the commission about
the Samouni incident, he
focused exclusively on the
military activity of Hamas
in the area at the time in
question. He found there
was none and Goldstone
cited this in the report as

evidence that fighting had
ended. But Halevi said
that other information—
specifically, the Web sites
of other militant groups—
would have made it clear
that another militia, Islamic
Jihad, was operating in the
area on the morning in
question.
“From the report you
can get the impression that
Israel operated in the Gaza
Strip in a vacuum, which
means there was almost no
resistance,” said Halevi,
who was an adviser to the
Policy Planning Division
of the Israel Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and is
currently a researcher at
the Jerusalem Center for
Public Affairs.
Halevi has studied the
names of those killed in
the incursion and matched
them with lists of Hamas
and Islamic Jihad militants
listed on websites for the
two groups. He contends
that not only was fighting
ongoing near the alSamouni’s house, but that
some of the men in the
al-Samouni family were
actually connected with
Islamic Jihad and that
the attack might not have
been as unprovoked and
indiscriminate as presented
in the report. If the
Palestinian witnesses had
been cross-examined to
establish their credibility,
Halevi said, a more
complex picture might
have emerged.
Others have raised more
general concerns about
the reliance on eyewitness
testimony.
“People don’t see what

they think they see,” said
Bell, the Bar Ilan law
professor. “They don’t
remember what they think
they remember. That’s in
the best of circumstances
when they are trying to give
you accurate information.
In this case, what you have
are witnesses that, for the
most part, are living under
a totalitarian government
and subject to systematic
intimidation. And also,
they are living in a long
time war zone where they
have extreme hostility to
the other side.”
Goldstone has referred
to the mosque incident as a
case where there is no other
possible interpretation for
what could have occurred
other than a deliberate
targeting of civilians.
Besides the eyewitness
accounts, the mission visited
the mosque and conducted
a forensic investigation. In
his talk with the Forward,
Goldstone
emphasized
what set apart this attack as
a war crime.
“Assuming that weapons
were stored in the mosque,
it would not be a war
crime to bomb it at night,”
Goldstone said. “It would
be a war crime to bomb it
during the day when 350
people are praying.”
As with the al-Samouni
house, Israel denied at the
time that an attack on the
mosque had taken place at
all.
But critics have also
questioned whether the
clear cut version of the
attack that appears in the
report is the whole story.
see Goldstone Pg. 7
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Goldstone: ‘If This Was a Court Of Law, There Would Have Been Nothing Proven.’
From Page 6

According to Halevi’s
research, as well as the
investigative work of an
anonymous blogger called
“Elder of Ziyon” — both
of whom crosschecked
websites for Islamic Jihad
and Hamas — among the
15 dead were six men who
they contend were members
of the Al Qassam Brigades,
Hamas’s
paramilitary
wing.
Because the blast hit just
outside the mosque, Halevi
posits that it was perhaps
a drone attack aimed at a
group of militants meeting
nearby.
Because
the
mosque had unexpectedly
combined its sunset and
evening prayers that day, as

the report itself describes,
the Israelis might have
come to the false conclusion
that the mosque itself was
empty, he speculated.
The report does not
entertain
such
other
possibilities or address the
coincidence that so many
of the dead were, according
to Halevi, militants, by
Hamas’ own listing. At the
end of the section on the
mosque attack, the report
arrives at its conclusion:
Based on accounts “from
multiple witnesses” as
well as viewing the site,
Israel violated international
law, the Fourth Geneva
Convention,
and
the
International Covenant on

HGTV Personality Eddie Ross
Imparts Party How-Tos at Wish
Rye, NY -- The spooktacular
cocktails and beastly bites
event to kick off the holiday
season in time for Halloween
will be presided by HGTV
personality Eddie Ross.
Eddie Ross – culinary, décor
and entertaining expert
from Bravo’s Top Design,
Martha Stewart Living, the
Food Network and House
Beautiful – will be sharing his
expertise with Westchester
residents. The Wish boutique
in Rye has joined forces
with Eddie to offer an event
open to everyone featuring
his entertaining and décor
tips, demonstrations and
shortcuts. He will share his
stylist secrets on throwing
the perfect party, including
plenty of insider tips and
hostess how-tos. He’ll also
be autographing his very

own line of limited edition
candles.
It all takes place October
15th, from 12:00 Noon to
4:00 pm, at Wish, located at
3 Purdy Avenue, Rye, NY.
914-967-2910.

Civil and Political Rights.
Goldstone maintains that
the burden is now on Israel
to counter these findings
through its own probe.
“If I was advising Israel,
I would say have open
investigations,” he told
the Forward. “In that way,
you can put an end to this.
It’s in the interest of all
the people of Israel that if
any of our allegations are
established and if they’re
criminal, there should
be prosecutions. And if
they’re false, that should be
established. And I wouldn’t
consider it in any way
embarrassing if many of
the allegations turn out to
be disproved.”

Goldstone rejected the
credibility of the army’s
secret investigation of itself.
He noted that none of the
Palestinian witnesses he had
met reported having been
contacted by the army to
hear their account. Instead,
he offered the example of
the Israeli investigation
into the Sabra and Shatilla
massacres, commissioned
by Menachem Begin, as a
model to emulate.
The United States has
so far blocked action
against Israel in the United
Nations regarding the
Goldstone Report — even
convincing Palestinians to
drop their push in the U.N.
Human Rights Council to

reach a Security Council
resolution. The matter has
been postponed until March
of next year. But lately, the
United States has also been
publicly urging Israel to
conduct an independent
and open investigation.
As a democracy, said State
Department
spokesman
Ian Kelly on October 5,
“Israel ha[s] the kind of
institutions that could
address these allegations.
And, of course, we urged
Israel to address these very
serious allegations.”
Contact Gal Beckerman at
beckerman@forward.com

Annabi Calls for Criminal Investigation
of Primary Election Fraud From Page 1
within the 17th County
District. He was not legally
able to vote in the 17th
County District primary.
Mr. Soto did not cast
his vote from within a
voting booth, instead he
submitted an affidavit
ballot in which he claimed
he currently resides at
279 South Broadway in
Yonkers, an address within
the 17th County District.
Affidavit ballots are used
when a registered voter’s
poll record is misplaced
or omitted from the Board
of Elections’ computergenerated registration list.
Under Election Law ‘
1-104(22), one’s residence
is defined as the place

where a person maintains
a fixed, permanent and
principal home.
Public records reveal
Mr Soto’s single-family
residence situated at 8
Huron Road was purchased
in October of 2006, and Mr
Soto was the attorney for
that transaction. The owner
of 279 South Broadway,
a
Florida
physician,
purchased that apartment
building which has twelve
units in April of 2006. He
confirmed Mr. Soto has not
lived there anytime during
the last three years.
In 2001, New York’s
Court of Appeals upheld the
conviction of John O’Hara,
an attorney and frequent
candidate for office, who
violated Election Law
17-104(4) and 17-132(3)
by false registration and
illegal voting, and Penal
Law 175.35 by filing a
false document with a
government agency, all
felonies carrying up to four
years in prison. Soto’s
conduct was the same as

that of O’Hara’s.
Ms. Annabi is calling for
a criminal investigation of
corrupt practices, which
handed her opponent an
undeserved primary win.
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County Legislator Candidates Tom Bock and Alfreda Williams to
Debate at Tarrytown Village Hall
Tarrytown,
NY
-Westchester
County
Legislator candidates Tom
Bock and Alfreda Williams,
campaigning to serve the
8th District, have agreed to
a spirited

debate before the public
under
the
aegis
of
moderator Ina Aronowitz
of the League of Women
Voters of Westchester on
Tuesday, October 13th, at
7:15 PM, at the Tarrytown

Village, 1 Depot Plaza
(across from the Tarrytown
Train Station).
Mr. Tom Bock is the
endorsed candidate of the
Republican, Conservative,
Independence, and the

Right to Life Parties. Ms.
Alfreda Williams is the
endorsed candidate of the
Democrat and Working
Families Party.
The debate is sponsored
by The Westchester Herald

and Yonkers Tribune.
All are invited to
participate.

Candidates for County Executive, Clerk and DA to Participate
in Extended LWV Candidate Forum

White
Plains,
NY
-Candidates
for
Westchester’s
County
Executive, County Clerk
and District Attorney will
participate in a marathon of
three forums sponsored by
the League of Women Voters
of Westchester between 5
and 10 p.m. on Wednesday,
October 21, and hosted
by the Pace University

Edwin
G.
Michelian
Institute for Public Policy
and Management at the
Pace Graduate Center at
1 Martine Ave., in White
Plains. The forums, which
are open to the public,
will give the candidates an
opportunity to present their
views on issues facing the
county. The event will be
videotaped and shown on

local cable channels.
The candidates will
respond to questions by a
panel of journalists and a
Pace University student,
.followed by audience
questions. The sessions are
scheduled as follows:
• 5 to 5:30 pm. County
Clerk. Invited candidates
are incumbent Timothy C.
Idoni (D-WF), Robert A.

Morabito (R-C-IN), and
Raphael L. Guida (RTL)
• 6 p.m. to 7:15 p.m.: County
District Attorney. Invited
candidates are incumbent
Janet DiFiore (D-C), Dan
Schorr (R), Tony Castro
(IN-WF), and Anthony
J.DeCintio (RTL).
• 8-9:30 p.m. County
Executive:
Incumbent
Andrew Spano (D-C-WF)

and Rob Astorino (R-IN)
Parking is available in
the Galleria and other local
parking lots.
For further information,
please call Pace University
at 422-4305 or the League
at 949-0907 or 725-6372.

DeGiorgio Calls Upon Shepherd and Rubbo to Sign Fair Campaign Pledge
Yonkers, NY -- Mario De
Giorgio, candidate for
the Yonkers City Council
in the 4th District, today
called on his opponents to
sign a fair campaign pledge
and keep focused on the
issues facing the residents
of Yonkers.

“Unfortunately, we
have witnessed a number
of campaigns that have
lost sight of the real issues
facing our community,”
said De Giorgio. “I have
always believed that these
tactics detract from what
is really important to our

residents. I can assure
you that my campaign will
be totally above-boards
and issue-based, and I am
calling on my opponent to
do the same.”
“Today, I am signing a
Fair Campaign Pledge that
attests to my vow to refrain
from negative campaigning
and mud slinging, and I
urge my opponents to join
me in making this pledge
to the people that we are
vying to represent.”
Fair Campaign Pledge
I PLEDGE to conduct
my campaign for public
office openly, fairly, and
truthfully. I will discuss the
issues and participate in fair
debate with respect to my
views and qualifications.
I WILL NOT engage in,
permit or condone unfair or
misleading attacks upon the
character of my opponents,
appeals to prejudice, or
invasions of personal
privacy unrelated to fitness
for office.

I WILL NOT use or permit
the use of any campaign
material or advertisement
that misrepresents, distorts,
or
otherwise
falsifies
the facts regarding my
opponents or myself.
I WILL ensure that my
campaign materials and
advertisements, which I
disseminate or which are
disseminated on my behalf,
clearly identify me and
contain information of any
sponsor.
I WILL promptly and

publicly disavow support
from and the actions of any
individual group whose
activities violate this Fair
Campaign Pledge or whose
activities would violate this
pledge if engaged in by me
or my campaign.
IN SIGNING this Fair
Campaign
Pledge,
I
acknowledge
personal
control
and
accept
responsibility
for
the
conduct of my campaign.
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24th Annual Great Sports Legends Dinner
New York, NY -- NFL Hall
of Famer Nick Buoniconti
and his son Marc hosted
a full house of 1,300
guests at the Master of
ceremonies Bob Costas
Mrs Margaret Buoniconti
and Marc Buoniconti at
Legends dinner at Waldorf
on October 7th, held at the
Waldorf=Astoria, to benefit
The Buoniconti Fund to
Cure Paralysis. They were
joined by sports legends,
philanthropic heroes and
business leaders who were
all gathered to support
paralysis research. The
2009 Great Sports Legend
honorees
were
Troy
Aikman, Clyde Drexler,
Mike Piazza, Ivan Lendl,
Rusty Wallace, Brett Hull,
Dara Torres, Pat Day and
Chris Waddell.
Sports
broadcaster Bob Costas
returned as Master of
Ceremonies.
Other Honorees were
President, CEO and sole
owner Kinray Stewart Rahr

who received the 2009
Outstanding Philanthropist
Award; Chairman Emerita
of TotalBank, Adrienne
Arsht who received The
Buoniconti Fund Award;
Managing Director, Allen &
Company, Chairman of The
Buoniconti Fund to Cure
Paralysis, Jack Schneider
who received The Barth A.
Green Spirit Award; and
Writer, African-American
activist and educator,
Dr. Maya Angelou who
received the Buoniconti
Fund Humanitarian Award.
An additional highlight of
the evening was a surprise
pledge from an anonymous
donor for $10 million to
fund the human clinical
trials initiative at The
Miami Project.
“It’s always a thrill to
be in the presence of such
legends and leaders in
the sports and business
arena. The support that we
continue to receive year
after year is astounding

Master of Ceremonies Bob Costas, Mrs Margaret
Buoniconti, and Marc Buoniconti at the 24th Annual
Great Sports Legends Dinner.
Photo courtesy of Richard Nestro /Westchester Herald.
and validates the work we
are doing as significant and
meaningful. I look forward
to when we can walk side
by side with those who are
paralyzed by spinal cord
injury. We all know that
this can happen to any one
of us, which is why we
need to stay focused on a
finding a cure,” says Nick
Buoniconti, founder of The
Buoniconti Fund.
The Great Sports Legends

Dinner honors an AllStar roster of athletes who
have been recognized for
their outstanding athletic
achievements and have
helped raise millions of
dollars for the spinal cord
injury research programs at
The Miami Project to Cure
Paralysis. The dinner has
become known for uniting
individuals from the sports,
business and entertainment
industries and this year’s

event was again a sell out
with the capacity crowd
enjoying a moving and
inspirational program.
Other notables in
attendance included NFL
NY Giants Hall of Famer
Harry Carson, Sportscaster
from CBS Lesley Visser,
Apollo 11 Astronaut Buzz
Aldrin, New York Knicks
player David Lee, 1968
Olympic
Long
Jump
Medalist Bob Beamon,
10 x Olympic Medalist
in Swimming Gary Hall,
Jr,Crystal Hunt and Kristen
Alderman from ABC’s One
Life to Live, Vincent Piazza
from HBO’s Boardwalk
Empire, Boston Celtics Hall
of Famer John Havlicek,
Former Knicks player John
Starks, MLB Great Rusty
Staub, Captain of the 1980
Miracle on Ice Team Mike
Eruzione, Former Miami
Dolphin Earl Morrall, NY
Giants Great Brian Kelley,
Former Miami Dolphin
Nat Moore, Former MLB
Player with the Mets and
Yankees Phil Linz, Former
Miami Dolphin Tommy
Vigorito, Former Miami
Dolphin Dick Anderson,
NYC Sports Commissioner
Ken Podziba, NY Jets
Linebacker Greg Buttle,
Former Race Car Driver
Brendan Gaughan, Former
Bills player Leo Hart,
Former Jets players Richard
Caster and Greg Murphy,
and many others.

Legal
Notices
Legal notices for
publication in
theWestchester Herald
are accepted for
publication no later than
Thursday
for the following week’s
edition.

WHYTLegal@gmail.
com
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“The Hudson: America’s
River” at Yonkers
Riverfront Library

Yonkers, NY -- In
celebration of the Hudson
River
Quadricentennial,
Yonkers Riverfront Library
will host author Frances F.
Dunwell, who will bring
to life her tales of the
Hudson River and how it
has transformed American
history, politics and culture.
She will describe how the
Hudson’s unique geography,
scenic beauty and culture
of
entrepreneurship
have inspired people to
innovate in the fields of
engineering, environmental
conservation,
art
and
architecture. Her slides of
the Hudson River School
paintings
and
period
engravings will capture
the spirit of the river as
seen through the eyes of
its many admirers, and
make a case for conserving
the Hudson as a source of
creative inspiration even
today.
Fran Dunwell is the
author of The Hudson:
America’s River and is a
renowned conservationist
who has devoted over
thirty years to protection

of the natural and historic
heritage of the Hudson
River. She has served in
a number of nonprofit and
governmental
positions,
and her work has helped
in the clean-up of river
pollution and protection
of scenic vistas, historic
sites, and fish and wildlife
habitats.
Copies of The Hudson:
America’s River will be
available for purchase
following
Dunwell’s
talk. Robert F. Kennedy,
Jr. has praised Dunwell’s
“wonderful stories about
America’s river”, and her
“beautifully written book”.
All royalties from sale of
the book are being donated
to the Natural Heritage
Trust for conservation of
the river.
This free event
will be held on Saturday,
October 24th, at 3:00 pm
in the Community Room.
Refreshments will be
served.
Riverfront Library,
located at One Larkin
Center, is handicapped
accessible.
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Eating Well While
Helping Others
Scarsdale, NY -- The public
is invited to a delicious
home-cooked buffet dinner
at the Scarsdale Friends
Meetinghouse, Saturday
evening, October 24. Not
only will those attending eat
very well, the dinner gives
everyone the opportunity
to enjoy fabulous gourmet
dishes
while
helping
men and women at four
homeless shelters in our
area.
Tickets are $20 ($10
for children) and can be
reserved by phone or
email.
The event begins at 6:30
p.m. at the newly-renovated
Friends Meetinghouse on
Popham Road, just west of
Rte. 22 in front of Scarsdale
Village Hall.
Each year Scarsdale
Quakers work to raise
money to purchase warm
necessities
(socks,
underwear, wool hats,
flannel nightgowns, etc.)
for about 135 residents
of Open Arms, Samaritan
House, Project Trust and
Fessenden House.
This first annual dinner
event, which hopefully will
raise the funds needed,

takes place on what has
been designated national
“Make a Difference Day.”
By enjoying the threecourse buffet, everyone
will be able to “make a
difference” in
the lives of many homeless
people.
Some former
residents of Open Arms
will also
attend, and may share their
experiences to show how
caring people can make a
difference in these difficult
economic times.
The “Friendly Fare”
will include an array of
creative salads and breads;
American and international
main courses and side
dishes such as roast turkey,
lasagna and Tex-Mex
casserole; and a sumptuous
variety of mouthwatering
pastries
and
desserts.
Vegetarian and Kosher
dishes are included within
all of the three courses.
For further information
or a ride to the event,
please
contact
Susan
Weisfeld (914/779-8354 or
sweisfeld@juno.com). For
tickets call: 914/ 722-6788
or email: juandempsey@
yahoo.com.

Decorating with Area Rugs
What You Need to Know to
Decorate Like a Pro
By Mario Almonte
From classic Persian to
striking
contemporary
designs, nothing enhances
the beauty and individuality
of a home like hand-woven
area rugs. These everpopular floor coverings
come in a wide array of
styles, sizes, and prices to
fit virtually every décor and
every budget. And one of
the prime sources of high
quality handcrafted area

rugs is India.
There are some terrific
tips that will help you
incorporate hand-woven
area rugs into your
decorating plans courtesy
of the Oriental Rug
Importers
Association
(ORIA) and the CEPC, a
nonprofit association of
India’s leading area rug
manufacturers
Start from the Rug Up
Rugs are often the last
see Decorating Pg. 12
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Decorating with Area Rugs What You Need to Know to Decorate Like a Pro
From Page 11

things people buy for their
rooms.
However, area
rugs should really be the
“foundation” of your design
plan because they often
become the focal point of
the space. Selecting the
rugs first will also help you
to plan the overall color
scheme and create a mood
for the room.
Size Matters
The actual room size and
your specific decorating
scheme are important
considerations
when
deciding on the size of the
rug. For example, a dining
room rug should be large
enough to cover the table
area and the chairs when
pulled back. A bedroom
looks best with one large
area rug that extends from
the sides and front of the
bed, or two smaller rugs,

one on each side of the bed.
If you have a small room,
leave as much of a border
of flooring around the rugs
to make the room appear
larger.
T w o ’ s
Company
and Three’s
Not
a
Crowd
You can
make
an
extra large
living room
and/or family
room more
inviting and
intimate by
using
two
or more area
rugs to create separate
“conversation” and TV
areas, a “music “ area, or a
hobby area, etc.
On the Surface of Things

Area rugs look terrific
on finished wood flooring,
ceramic and other types
of natural tile, and many
other surfaces. However, if

you are renting a furnished
home or apartment whose
main rooms are covered
with broadloom, there’s no
rule against placing area

rugs over the carpeting,
provided that the rug colors
and patterns work well with
those of the carpet.
Mix It Up
There’s no
decorating
rule
that
says
you
shouldn’t
mix
area
rug styles
within
a
home
or
even within
the
same
r o o m .
If
space
permits,
don’t worry
a b o u t
placing a transitional or
contemporary design rug in
a room with the traditional
Persian carpet you inherited.
Go ahead and mix ‘em up.

The best designs are those
that appeal to you.
Order in the House
There is no such thing
as a problem space.
Thanks to innovations in
rug weaving techniques,
hand-knotted area rugs
can be made-to-order in
any size, shape, design
and color combination.
So, if you have an unusual
or oversized space, or
other special decorating
requirement, a local floorcovering retailer can order
a rug custom-made for your
particular needs.
Want more information?
Download a free brochure,
“A Shopper’s Guide to
Hand-Woven Rugs from
India”, at www.rugsofindia.
org. All photos courtesy of
ORIA.
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WestHab: “People Don’t Welcome Development”

By Peggy Godfrey
Using a ten minute power
point presentation, Bob
Miller, President and CEO
of WestHab, showed photos
of
housing properties
they have developed and
managed in categories such
as workforce, special needs,
affordable and townhouses.
These developments are
located in Yonkers, Mount
Vernon, New Rochelle,
Greenburgh, The Bronx
and Manhattan. In New
Rochelle the 41 Clinton
Place building is the first

one by WestHab. They
will be constructing 40
units of senior housing
at the Shiloh Baptist
property site using U.S.
Department of Housing
and Urban Development
(HUD) money tax credits.
WestHab according to
Miller is interested in
community development,
but he felt there was no
sense in building in a place
where there is a lot of crime
outside. They would like
to be more active in New
Rochelle.
Programs of WestHab
were described. In Yonkers
on Elm Street they turned a
home into a youth center
with after-school activities
and trips. They took over
a project when a developer
had walked away.
In
Yonkers and White Plains
they have a youth police

initiative but New Rochelle
has an Explorer Program.
Working with police and
youth the goal has been
that neither would think the
youth had done something
wrong.
Identifying
empty lots is one way
they work with municipal
planning departments. Job
development is another
thrust and they helped 240
people get jobs at $8.50
an hour. A New York
State subsidy program
reimburses
employees
for 3 months for a new
employee which Miller
said is enough time to train
the employee. They have
helped 200 people make
the transition from welfare
to work. They also have
volunteer programs.
The Planning
Department must review
the WestHab credentials

and must certify them to
satisfy HUD requirements.
WestHab is one year old in
New Rochelle and wants to
identify projects. Questions
followed.
Nerissa Taitt
had to leave work early
to take Esther Taitt to the
WestHab meeting at New
Rochelle City Hall, 2 p.m.
Both were upset about
the housing and claimed
no one knew about this
meeting. Esther Taitt asked
if WestHab was aware that
“people don’t welcome
development.” At Cress
Street where the Shiloh
housing is planned, her
neighbors felt a four story
sprawling
development
was “taking away from our
residential peace.”
Charles Morgan of the
New Rochelle Municipal
Housing Authority asked
if they would structure
projects for youth in public
housing. He said, “39%
of the people in public
housing were 18 years old

or younger.” Miller replied,
“We’d love to do that.”
Suzanne D’Amato
of the City of New
Rochelle’s Department of
Development described the
Residential Rehabilitation
Program. Single family
owners with incomes
from $59,000 to $97,000
household income would
be eligible for various
home improvements such
as plumbing and electrical
work.
Ten to fifteen
projects could be funded.
Some local needs were
identified. Jobs are needed
for youth.
Individuals
recently released from
incarceration in the age
range of 25 to 35 years old
need programs for re-entry
into the community. It was
felt skilled construction
jobs would be too costly, but
even if unskilled workers
were given laborers’ jobs it
would be meaningful.”

Armour Villa Garden
On Saturday October 17 at
4 pm, neighbors will gather
at the corner of Bronxville
Road and Vera Road, to celebrate the completion of the
neighborhood’s native species garden. Once a weedinfested lot, this long-time
neighborhood eyesore has
enjoyed a Cinderella-like
transformation. It is now a
place that offers year-round
pleasure for residents and
passersby.
Well-adapted to local
conditions, native plants
produce beautiful gardens
which also support local
ecosystems. The Armour
Villa garden will be maintained using sustainable
practices, one reason it has
been designated a Certified
Wildlife Habitat by the Na-

tional Wildlife Federation.
It has also been designed
to supply food, water, and
cover for wildlife.
The garden was designed
by Kim Eierman, owner of
Kim’s Native Landscaping Consulting. Volunteers
from the Armour Villa
Neighborhood Association
completed the planting, assisted by Master Gardener
Volunteers from the Cornell University Cooperative Extension. The site was
cleared and prepared by the
Department of Parks, Recreation and Conservation
of the City of Yonkers under the direction of Commissioner August Cambria.
Fencing was supplied by
King Fence of Yonkers.
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Mayor Marvin’s Column

By Mary C. Marvin
Mayor of the Village
of Bronxville

Though the Affordable
Housing
Settlement
Agreement has taken
center stage for the past
few weeks, many other
initiatives at Village Hall
are underway or have
been completed in the last
month.
This summer the
maintenance of our Village
infrastructure was our
number one priority. To that
end, we spent $300,000 on
paving and curbing projects
throughout the Village
including resurfacing the
entire length of Sagamore
Road, a much needed
and long overdue repair.
Unfortunately, the summer
storms destroyed over 50
mature trees throughout

the Village and a large
section of a retaining wall
along Sagamore Road
necessitating unexpected
expenses. In the coming
months we will be
replacing some of the trees
and welcome any donations
to our Village Tree Fund
begun last year.
Our open spaces, though
very few, are one of our
greatest assets and must be
preserved. Plans are well
underway for refurbishment
of both Sagamore Park
and the Maltby field area,
thanks to grants received
from State Senator Jeffrey
Klein and Assemblywoman
Amy Paulin in addition to
the funds reserved in the
Village capital budget. Our
goal for Sagamore Park,
20 years old this year, is
to update, re-landscape,
improve safety conditions
and make the park
completely handicapped
accessible
while
maintaining the integrity of
its location in a residential
neighborhood. Our first
step in the Maltby/Girl
Scout Cabin open space will

be to completely refurbish
the field area to make it
usable for recreational
activity. Because the area
was an ash dump, as well
as a snow dumping site, the
current conditions render
it unsuitable for play at
this time. As part of stage
one, we also plan to add
a scenic pathway. The
projects in both parks will
be completed in segments
as funds become available
and weather permits.
The Trustees and I have
also spent a great deal of
time working with Village
landlords, merchants and
the Chamber of Commerce
to help stimulate business
for existing merchants and
attract quality merchants
to open in Bronxville. In
the coming weeks, you will
see some new businesses
opening in the Village, but
we still have a long way to
go. As a reminder, please
try to look locally first
for your family shopping
needs.
The BAMs gas station
was torn down on schedule
and now we are in the
process of working with
a traffic consultant, our
two Village engineers
and the police chief to
maximize public parking
while reconfiguring the
very difficult intersection
at Cedar Street and Kraft
Avenue.
Metro North continues to
offer road blocks instead
of constructive solutions
to partner with us in
mitigating the increased
noise and vibration along
the rail corridor. In lieu of
using funds for remedial
measures, Metro North has
now decided to hire their
own vibration engineer
with, I can only assume, the
goal of refuting our results.
I am more resolute than
ever in seeking remedies
for our residents along the
rail corridor and will now

use whatever legal and
political means possible to
achieve a fair outcome.
This Friday, October
9th, was the Village’s
first meeting with the
County Executive and the
Federal Monitor to discuss
the affordable housing
agreement implementation
plan. Hopefully I will have
more information to share
in next week’s column.
Leaf season has begun
and the ban on using gas
powered leaf blowers
expired on October 1st. We
are not currently requiring
residents to bag lawn
waste but we encourage
you to do so as it saves the
Village considerable time
and money. Please use
biodegradable bags only.
Due to a very healthy level
of interest, the Trustees
have decided to reissue
the Request for Proposal
(RFP) for the Kensington
Road Project requiring the
next developer to build
the former project as
approved by our Planning
and Zoning boards, Metro
North and the Department
of
Environmental
Conservation.
We received some sobering
information from the State
Comptroller’s Office that
will have a significant
budgetary impact going
forward. Since the State’s
Common Retirement Fund
lost an unprecedented
26% of its value, all local
communities must cover
the loss. For Bronxville,
we will now have to send
the State an 11% increase
in our non-uniformed staff
annual payroll retirement
assessment and an 18%
increase in our annual
police payroll retirement
assessment.
Without
a change in the current
pension system, this kind
of unfunded mandate is
not sustainable in the long
term.

Many of you have
expressed dismay at the
presence of the supporters
of Lyndon LaRouche
outside of the Post
Office because of their
disrespectful pictures of
our President and elected
officials.
I share your
distaste but after extensive
research and advice of legal
counsel, their presence is
allowed under the First
Amendment. It is a very
analogous situation to the
installation of the blue
news boxes throughout
the Village.
We are
very mindful of the First
Amendment implications
and do not want to be in
the position of some of our
neighboring communities
who were forced to settle
for tens of thousands of
dollars for illegal removal
or regulation of such
activity.
And finally, I want to
acknowledge the 97th
birthday of our resident,
Mildred McLearn. Mildred
is one of the reasons why you
should live in our Village.
She is on top of every
issue and reads everything
with an eye on how it will
affect her beloved Village.
Her sustained love and
concern for our Village
is an inspiration to me.
Some people want to “Be
like Mike”, I want to be
like Mildred – 97, smart,
concerned and loving her
hometown.
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A

CTORS CONSERVATORY THEATRE
Presents

RonHutchinson's
Hilarious Comedy

Moonlight
and
Magnolias
Directed
by
Arlene Wendt

the zany attempt to
rewrite the screenplay
for Gone With the Wind!

Featuring Neil Schleifer, Bill Magliano, Armand Paganelli and MaryAnn Mallozzi
FROM THE CRITICS:
"Frankly, my dear, this is one funny play... a rip-roaring farce...(with) witty, pointed dialogue
and hilarious situations..." -- The New York Daily News
"...a Hollywood dream-factory farce... At once a hyperventilating slapstick comedy, an
impassioned love song and a blazing critique of Hollywood" -- The Chicago Sun Times

OCT. 22, 23, 24, 30, 31 8:00 pm
OCT. 25, NOV. 1 2:00 pm
Bryn Mawr Park Presbyterian Hall
20 Buckingham Road, Yonkers 10701 (Off Lockwood Avenue)

Tickets $18
Sr.Citizens $15
OPENING
NIGHT
Thurs. Oct. 22
All Seats $15

General admission
seating on this day

This production is
made possible, in part,
by Westchester Arts
Council with funds
from Westchester
County Government.

ACT

RESERVED SEATING • GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ASK ABOUT OUR ACT DINNER THEATRE PACKAGE

Reseowrv!e
N

SINCE 1975

914-391-6558 or email ACTshows2@aol.com
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews

By Edward I. Koch
“Paris” (-)
The film, written and

directed by Cedric Klapisch,
received excellent reviews.
Stephen Holden concluded
his analysis in The New
York Times review by
writing, “There are enough
intersecting
characters
from different classes and
backgrounds in Paris to
evoke the city as a complex,
healthy organism, whose
parts are all connected.
If it is too lighthearted to
show the actual political
and economic machinery
behind it, its celebration
of how well that machinery
works produces a pleasant
afterglow.”
My expectation was that
the City of Lights would be
displayed in an exceptional
manner. Take it from me,
it is not. I don’t claim to
know Paris well, but I have
visited the city on several
occasions. In my opinion,
its beauty is predicated on

the splendor and uniformity
of
its
architecture.
Unfortunately,
the
panoramic views from the
sky in this film are so small
that the magnificence of the
city and that harmonized
architecture is lost.
Pierre (Romain Duris)
is a dancer in poor health
due to a heart condition.
His divorced sister, Elise
(Juliette
Binoche),
and
her
t h r e e
children
move
in
with him to
tend to his
needs. Elise
decides
to find a
girlfriend
for Pierre
who
has
his eye on
a woman
in
an
apartment
a c r o s s
the street.
The most
interesting
character is
Roland (Fabrice Luchini),
a professor who stalks one
of his students, Laetitia
(Melanie Laurent).
With all of the advance
publicity about “Paris,”
I was surprised to feel so
bored after having seen
it. The movie is a French
version of Robert Altman’s
“Short Cuts,” but Altman’s
characters and stories are
far more interesting. The
film is playing at the IFC
Center on Sixth Avenue
at West Third Street.
The theater has the most
comfortable seats and
often the best movies. On
this occasion, however, it
was only the seats that I
enjoyed. (In French, with
English subtitles.)
“Coco Before Chanel”
(+)
The film is about the two
Chanel sisters – Gabrielle

(Audrey
Tautou)
and
Adrienne (Marie Gillain)
who at a young age were
placed in an orphanage
by their father. As young
women, they both became
courtesans and Cabaret
entertainers. One wicked
song they perform about a
dog resulted in Gabrielle
receiving the dog’s name,

Coco, as her own.
As courtesans, the young
woman attract the attention
of lovers. Adrienne meets
a baron and Gabrielle a
French nobleman, Etienne
(Benoit Poelvoorde). From
that point on we learn little
of Adrienne’s life. Coco
now occupies center stage.
Coco’s affair with Etienne
leads to a more intense
affair with an Adonis-like
Englishman known as Boy
Capel (Alessandro Nivola).
Boy, in need of money, is
already engaged to marry
a wealthy Englishwoman.
While he will never marry
Coco, their intense affair
continues and becomes one
of true love.
The movie depicts the
period in which Coco is
played against the dissolute
French society comprised
of Etienne’s friends –
bawdy and ever searching
for sensual pleasures.
While there is little display
of naked bodies, the mood

of sexual joy between Coco
and Boy truly dominates
the screen and gets your
attention.
Tragedy enters Coco’s
life.
In response, she
becomes one of the world’s
great designers of women’s
clothing whose creations
are still standards and
delight the eye. Coco’s
intelligence and
indomitable
spirit were her
strength. She
was
totally
unafraid
of
violating
conventions,
and she never
backed down.
“Coco Before
Chanel” is not
a great film,
but it is a good
one. The show
was sold out
when I saw
it on opening
night at the
Paris Theater,
and the audience was
comprised primarily of
women. (In French, with
English subtitles.)
The
picture reminded me of “La
Vie en Rose,” which depicts
the life of Edith Piaf and
includes
her
most famous
songs. If you
haven’t
seen
that picture, get
it on video.
“A Serious
Man” (+)
This unusual
film, written,
produced and
directed by the
Coen brothers,
received mixed
reviews from
other critics. I
enjoyed it very
much.
It opens with
a long scene
involving
a
husband,
his
wife, and a
possible Dybbuk a century

ago in Poland. A Dybbuk
is a feared living creature
inhabiting the body of a dead
person usually associated
with evil. The characters
speak Yiddish, most of
which I understood, but the
subtitles helped with the
translation. The Dybbuk is
played by Fyvush Finkel,
a well-known New York
actor whom I have met
and once joined with in
celebrating an event at the
old 2nd Avenue Deli in
Manhattan. Oh, the good
old days.
The movie is about a
modern but religious Jewish
family living in Minnesota
in the late ‘60s. The father,
Michael (Larry Gopnik),
is a physics professor at
a local college. His wife,
Judith (Sari Lennick), is
going through a midlife
crisis and having an affair
with a widower, Sy (Fred
Melamed). Michael and
Judith have two children:
Danny (Aaron Wolff) who
is studying for his bar
mitzvah, and Sarah (Jessica
McManus), a teenager who
is the least interesting
member of the family. Her
major concern appears to be
washing her hair. Finally,

see Ed Koch Pg. 17
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there is Larry’s brother,
Uncle Arthur (Richard
Kind), who sleeps on the
family’s sofa. Arthur seems
to be mentally unstable and
also spends an inordinate
amount of time in the
bathroom.
Larry appears as a
modern-day Job, visited
repeatedly with a series of
problems too difficult for
most people to handle. His
wife reveals her affair and
asks Larry to move to a
motel, which he obediently
does.
Larry is being
threatened by a student
and is offered a bribe by
the boy’s father to give his
son a passing grade. At the
same time Larry, who is
being considered for tenure,
is told by a friend on the
tenure committee that it has
received anonymous letters
attacking his character.
Larry muddles through one
setback after another.
I, like Larry, enjoyed
the
canonical
music,
felt very comfortable in
the synagogue and was
surprised by the virulence
of his neighbor’s antiSemitism. The entire script
is a mishmash: funny, droll,
and anxiety producing,
just like daily life in many
Jewish families.
I enjoyed watching
it all unfold wondering
what gentiles and Jews in
Minnesota and elsewhere
will think of the film. “A
Serious Man” is not a
typical film, but one that
this Jewish kid from the
Bronx thoroughly enjoyed.
I saw the picture at the
Landmark’s
Sunshine
Cinema, 143 East Houston
Street, on the Lower East
Side. The 1898 building
was formerly a Yiddish
vaudeville house and the
Houston
Hippodrome
Movie Theater. The current
theater shows popular
and artsy films and has
wonderful stadium-style
seating allowing a view of

Ed Koch Movie Reviews From Page 16

the entire screen.
HS said: The last
Coen brothers film I saw
was “No Country for Old
Men.” I did not like it.
Watching innocent people
being gunned down by a
psychopath is an unpleasant
experience for me, no
matter how artistically the
victims are dispatched or
how magnetic the killer
appears to be. That is
why I was so delighted by
“A Serious Man,” which
showed the comic talents of
the Coens in dealing with
a serious subject, coping
with misfortune.
It was also a pleasure
to see a thoroughly Jewish
movie, without gore and
without hysteria. There
was sarcasm in dealing
with Rabbis and teachers,
but the principles of helping
others and doing your best
are upheld as core values.
The great gifts of the Coen
brothers are put to use here
in depicting one honest and
just man, Larry, bedeviled
by the modern equivalent
of Job’s trials. Parts of the
movie are “galgenlieder”
(gallows humor), but well
done.
I particularly
recommend this movie to
secular Jews. They should
see what they are missing.
Some of it is very good,
some is not so good, but it
is their DNA.
“The Boys Are Back” (+)
While not rising to the
status of first rate, this film
is interesting and worth
seeing.
Sportswriter Joe Warr
(Clive Owen) lives in
Australia with his second
wife, Katy (Laura Fraser),
and their young son, Artie
(Nicholas McAnulty), who
is about eight years old. In
the beginning of the film
Katy dies of cancer, and Joe
and Artie are emotionally
destroyed. Joe, who is a
loving dad, proceeds to
allow Artie to do whatever

he wants. Fortunately, the
unusual freedom does not
seem to have a deleterious

effect
long,
Harry
who

on Artie. Before
Joe’s teenage son,
(George MacKay),
lives in England

with Joe’s first wife, Flick
(Natasha Little), pops in
for a visit. Harry has issues
with
his
dad.
Joe is
asked
by
his boss to
cover
an
out-of-town
tennis game.
Not wanting
to leave his
sons home
alone,
he
decides to
cover
the
match
on
the web. He
ultimately
departs for
the match,
however,
and while
he is gone,
the house is
vandalized
by local hooligans. Harry
feels
responsible
for
allowing it to happen on
his watch, and he angrily

returns to his mother’s
home in England.
Joe
and Artie follow him, and
there begins a second story
involving Harry and his
relationship with his dad.
A. O. Scott of the Times
did not like the film using
language such as “painfully
unconvincing”
in
his
review. The plot could
have turned into one big
soap opera but did not for
me due to the gifted acting
of the entire cast, including
Laura Fraser as Katy
who appears as a talking
specter after she dies. I
thought it more than held
its own, especially during
this period of really awful
films. I saw the movie at
The Angelika Film Center,
a truly unique theater in
SoHo.
The Honorable Edward
I. Koch served New York
City as its 105th Mayor
from 1978 to 1989.
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Weir Only Human: Why Can’t Gays Respect Traditional Marriage?

By Bob Weir
What part of, “marriage
is an institution involving
one man and one woman,”
is difficult to understand,
even for a liberal judge?
Despite the fact that 75%
of Texas voters prohibited
same-sex marriage with a
constitutional amendment,
a Dallas Judge granted a
divorce to a gay couple,
claiming that the Texas ban
on gay marriage violates the
constitutional guarantee to
equal protection under the
law. The ruling has caused
Texas Attorney General
Greg Abbott to intervene
in the case. Abbot argues
that a Texas court cannot
grant a divorce when
it cannot recognize the
marriage in the first place.
District Court Judge Tena
Callahan was one of over
40 Democrats swept into
office in 2006, the party’s
most successful election in
decades. Now, as liberals
often do, this judge has
begun to legislate from the

bench. Does it matter to her
that the people (that is, if
we are still a democracy)
have spoken clearly with
their votes? Obviously not!
Like the usurpation of our
income, liberals not only
feel entitled to take our
money, but they arrogantly
try to impose a distorted
concept of morality that is
out of sync with centuries
of religious and moral
underpinnings, and any
common sense description
of natural law.
People have a right to
be in love with whomever
they please, and we should
not attempt to interfere
with a mutually agreed
upon adult relationship.
However, when it comes
to the sacred institution
of marriage, known and
respected
since
time
immemorial as the bonding
of a man and a woman,
we should not, we cannot,
allow it to be sacrificed on
the ceremonial pyres of a
politically correct society
that has lost its way. None
of the above should be
viewed as denigrating to
all those same sex couples
who genuinely love each
other and merely seek
the strong commitment
enjoyed by heterosexuals.
Given the AIDS epidemic

and the proliferation of
an assortment of venereal
diseases, we all should
be
advocating
more
monogamous relationships
between consenting adults,
their gender admixture
notwithstanding. Yet, some
things in life are inextricably
tied to the physiological
and emotional bond within
couples of the opposite sex.
Just as the miracle of birth
cannot be accomplished by
the combination of same
sex couples, the holy act
of matrimony should not
be blasphemed by those
who seek to interfere with,
and ultimately corrupt the
foundation on which the
family unit rests, in this
country, and around the
world.
Some have said that
marriage is merely an
old and tired ritual, more
symbolic than meaningful;
hence, it should not be
so jealously guarded. I
disagree!
Symbolism
creates images that have
a profound impact on
the process of thought.
Marriage evokes the image
of a pledge between a man
and woman to begin, if
they choose, an orderly
system of child-rearing and
family management. The
reason that marriage is both

meaningful and symbolic is
that it represents more than
a commitment of fidelity
between men and women. It
constructs an environment
in which children can
be born and raised with
a sense of security, plus
an understanding of the
essential roles of mothers
and fathers, in the child’s
journey toward adulthood.
We can point to statistics
and criticize the unions that
didn’t last until parted by
death, but many of those
pairings were blessed by
childbirth and therefore
could never be considered
failures. Could as much
be said for a marriage
between couples of the
same sex? I don’t mean to
diminish the value of one’s
love for another, only to
differentiate the methods
of affirming that love.
Surely there must be
another way to carve out
a
binding
connection
without
intruding
on
sacred ground, and by
so doing, drive a deeper
wedge between the gay
and straight communities.
Even in the secular world,
where civil unions are
often preferred, the notion
of a man and woman joined
in wedlock is viewed as a
vital part of the continuity
of the species, rather than
the pursuit of a political
victory.
The
attempt
by gays to assimilate
into the mainstream of
modern culture will not

be advanced by assaulting
the venerable traditions
that forged a civilization
out of a savage, hedonistic
wilderness. Traditions are
important because they
reflect a few thousand
years of experience and
knowledge
concerning
the roadmap that led us to
our present position in the
chronological ascendancy
of human history. To
violate those tried-andtrue traditions would push
us closer to the primordial
boundaries of our primitive
past. Homosexuals want to
be accepted for who they
are. Similarly, many of us
want to be understood for
our closely held beliefs.
An invasion of those
beliefs will only result in
more animosity, bitterness,
and further division of
a culture struggling to
survive the wistful notions
of social and political
expediency. There are
some roads more perilous
than others, and some
doors better left unopened.
No one can deny that gays
have made significant
strides toward achieving
greater
understanding
and acceptance from their
straight counterparts. Now,
it remains to be seen if they
can be as understanding
and accepting of the
time-honored custom and
strongly held conviction
that
the
man-woman
symbiosis called marriage
is inviolate.
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The Baby Boomers Go to War

By Alisa Singer
Named for the population
boom that followed WWII,
the baby boomers came of
age in the midst of the furor
over the Viet Nam war.

Though many boomers
served in that war that
divided the country, many
others protested against
it and used every creative
device at their disposal to
avoid it. But now those
that chanted “make love not
war” (and later appeared to
have adopted the mantra
“make money not love”)
have come to embrace a
war of their own, in fact
are leading the charge in
the war on aging, or more

accurately, the war against
aging gracefully.
This is a battle of denial
being
waged
against
wrinkles, sagging flesh,
and failing body parts,
a relentless assault to
remove unwanted hair and
fat from chins and bellies
and add it strategically to
balding heads and facial
crevices. The arena for
this war is doctor’s offices,
hospitals,
surgicenters,
beauty clinics and botox
parties. These soldiers
wear white uniforms not
khakis; they are doctors,
cosmetic surgeons and
laser technologists, among
legions of other specialists
yet to be devised. Wielding
scalpels and syringes
instead of guns and
grenades, they nip, tuck, lift
and suck and if that doesn’t
work they reconstruct. It’s
the collective endeavor of
a generation of kids that
enjoyed
unprecedented
health, affluence and hope
and continue to cling to
the belief that the rules
that bound past generations
simply don’t apply to them.
And now they are trying to
dodge the biggest draft of
all – mother nature’s.
Perhaps as was the case
during WWII and the
depression, this war will

create the manufacturing
boom to carry us out of
the recession, only instead
of tanks and airplanes the
factories will build walkers
and motorized wheel chairs;
instead of munition parts
they’ll build body parts artifical hips, knees and
orthotics. The Manhattan
projects underway across
the country are bent on
developing a different kind
of game-changing weapon
- the breakthrough agedefying crème, injection
or cosmetic procedure that
will once and for all stop
the inexorable march of
time in its tracks.
Because far from being
able to reconcile ourselves
to old age, we boomers
even reject the concept of
middle age as applied to
us, preferring to think of
this as a struggle against
“premature aging”. And
we will approach this
challenge as we have all
others, with that inimitable
combination of privilege
and optimism. Aren’t we
entitled to go jogging into
the sunset forever? And if
our hips and knees can’t
keep up we’ll just buy
some new ones every few
years, along with the new
Honda. We creatures of
conspicuous consumption

never met a problem we
couldn’t manage for the
right price.
And will we ultimately
succeed in staving off
the inevitability of decay
and death? Who knows,
but don’t be too quick to
count us out. This is the
generation that experienced
the birth of civil rights and
the women’s movement
and introduced recreational
drugs and sexual freedom
to mainstream society.
We brought the world the
Internet and liposuction,
and from our ranks came
Bill and Hillary, George W.
Bush and, bringing up the
rear, our nation’s first black
president. Boomers have
refashioned society during
every phase of their lives,
by sheer numbers, if not
more. Why stop now?
But perhaps when facing
this final challenge we’ll be
forced to become a bit more
realistic about our goals.
We don’t need to eliminate
death, after all. Indefinite
delay would work almost as
well. (We’re always open to
reasonable negotiation and
compromise.) And if at the
end we don’t succeed, well
this much I know – we’ll be
the best looking corpses to
ever grace an open casket
funeral.

Ed Koch Commentary

By Edward I. Koch
There is absolutely no
sense in continuing our
embargo on trade and
normal relations with Cuba
that we imposed a halfcentury ago. Every nation
in the western hemisphere
maintains
diplomatic

relations with Cuba except
the United States. Cuba
poses no threat to the
U.S., and the embargo has
not brought the Cuban
government to its knees.
Quite the opposite.
The prohibition of
American
investment
certainly has not deprived
Cuba of manufactured
goods, which are available
from the many countries
doing business with it,
including Canada, the
European Union and all
of Latin America. The
only major constituency

supporting the continuation
of sanctions by the U.S. are
the Cubans now living in
Florida and many of them,
particularly the young,
favor ending sanctions.
The Obama administration
is
slowly
improving
relations by lifting limits
on remittances and travel
restrictions to the island.
Why not just bring the
restrictions to an end,
restore regular diplomatic
relations, and welcome
Cuba back into the family
see Ed Koch Pg. 20
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Ed Koch Commentary
of the Americas?
We have normal relations
with many governments
that are far more militant,
authoritarian, repressive,
and hostile to us. Cuba,
so far as I know, has not
been a sponsor of terrorism
directed at the U.S., since
the nuclear facilities were
withdrawn by the Soviet
Union. Remember, it was
the U.S. that supported an
invasion of Cuba at the Bay
of Pigs in 1961, not the
other way around.
Finally, I would like to
vacation in Cuba, a place I
have never visited. I went
to China in 1979, during
my second year as mayor,
when it was communist
and repressive. It is still
communist and repressive,
and it is one of our largest
trading partners and the
most threatening to our
economic health as well
as being the U.S.’s major
banker.
----The public is now almost
evenly divided on the right
to abortion.
The Pew
Research Center recently
released a poll showing,
according to an October 2
New York Times article,
that “47 percent of those
surveyed said abortion
should be legal in all or
most cases, and 45 percent
said it should be illegal
in all or most cases – a
difference within the poll’s
margin of sampling error.”
In 1989, I wrote a
book with John Cardinal
O’Connor entitled,
His Eminence and Hizzoner.
We wrote of our conflicting
views on a number of
controversial
subjects,
including abortion.
I stated, “Personally, I
don’t think abortion on
demand is a good idea.
On the moral level, I think
abortion should be limited
to cases of rape and incest,
and to cases where the
fetus is not developing

normally or the mother’s
life is endangered by the
pregnancy. I don’t think
abortion should be used
as a routine form of birth
control.”
The Republican platform
for the last several elections
called for ending any right
to an abortion, not even
an exception for the life
of the mother. So what to
do? Leading supporters
of the right of abortion
should plan a nationwide,
educational program on
why that right has to be
maintained if we are not to
see a return of back-alley
abortions and the deaths of
women treated by sleazy
practitioners.
My family was very
poor when I was young.
My wonderful mother,
who died nearly 49 years
ago, told her children
how she risked her life on
several occasions to abort
a pregnancy for economic
reasons. I can understand
those who would keep
legal abortions available to
the poor, unless we provide
federal government grants
to families for children
as some countries do. I
confess that I am conflicted
on this issue. The battle
to preserve the right to an
abortion is with us every
day and won’t go away.
Supporters of abortion
rights should, as they say,
get on the stick.
----The responses that I
received to my comments
regarding Roman Polanski
and
his
Hollywood
supporters have been
overwhelmingly favorable.
The few who wrote
supporting
Polanski
relied on the argument
of Whoopi Goldberg that
the rape was statutory and
not, as Goldberg put it,
“rape, rape,” a reference to
coercion.
Statutory rape is the rape
of a child. A child cannot

give permission, and the
act itself is heinous. To
Polanski’s defenders, I
pointed out what really
happened,
citing
Jim
Dwyer’s September 30th
article in the Times.
Dwyer wrote, “In March
1977, Mr. Polanski, 43 at
the time, invited a 13-yearold to pose for pictures in
a magazine he was guestediting. He took her to
Jack Nicholson’s house
on Mulholland Drive and
gave her Champagne and
a Quaalude.
He knew
she was 13; he called her
mother to tell her they were
running late. Then he had
oral and vaginal sex with
the girl. After learning that
she was not on the pill, he
penetrated her anally.”
The Hollywood elite surely
has been shaken by the
response of the American
public to the willingness of
Hollywood icons to support
Polanski,. e.g., Woody
Allen, Whoopi Goldberg,
Harvey Weinstein, Martin
Scorsese, et. al., and the
denunciation of Polanski
by the editorial boards of
both The Washington Post
and The New York Times.
----The death toll of
American
soldiers
in
Afghanistan
continues
to climb.
Insurgents,
according to the Times
of October 5, “kill(ed)
eight Americans and four
Afghan security officers
in the deadliest attack for
American soldiers in more
than a year.” We should
remove from areas in
Afghanistan all American
outposts that are vulnerable
to such attacks.
In that same article, the
Times points out, “The
assault occurred less than
20 miles from the site of
a similar attack that killed
nine Americans last year,
which had already become
a cautionary tale at the
Pentagon for how not to win

the war in Afghanistan.”
American soldiers in Iraq
have been pulled back from
major centers in preparation
for leaving the country no
later than December 31,
2011. We should follow
the same course of action
in Afghanistan. From now
on, until we leave, and
thereafter, we should rely
on air strikes and, where
necessary, pinpoint in and
out operations by special
forces.
Some argue that we
should continue the land
war while training an
Afghan army to take over.
We had eight years to do
that and obviously failed.

I doubt an additional time
investment
would
be
successful. There is no
government in Afghanistan
to which Afghans have an
allegiance.
The Karzai
government is corrupt to
the core. It is involved in
the cultivation and sale
of heroin. It is not worth
the shedding of blood of
our young soldiers. Mr.
President, end the land war
and deploy our military
might against the terrorists
in Pakistan and Afghanistan
from offshore.
The Honorable Edward
I. Koch served New York
City as its 105th Mayor
from 1978 to 1989.
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Appreciation: A Life of Resistance - Marek Edelman, 90, Last Ghetto Uprising Commander
the war. A Bundist, he was
not attracted to Palestine;
a socialist, perhaps he was
not quite ready to become
a capitalist in the United
States. Or maybe he simply
could not leave the dead
behind.
Edelman, whose father
died when he was young,
was left an orphan when
his mother died during his
early teens.
As a young Bundist in the
Warsaw Ghetto, Edelman
joined forces with the
Zionists and other leftist
groups to form the Jewish
Fighting
Organization.
Their dreams for the future
differed radically, but their
dread for the present was
identical.
When the mass
deportations from the
ghetto commenced on
July 23, 1942, the Jewish
population did not initially
engage in armed resistance.
Over the next 60 days,
more than 265,000 Jews
were deported to the newly
opened Treblinka, where
almost all were gassed
upon arrival.
When the youths of the
Warsaw Ghetto learned
that Treblinka was a killing
center, they vowed that they

would not be taken alive.
Edelman took command of
one of the fighting groups.
The armed resistance
began in January 1943.
When the Germans entered
the ghetto to deport Jews,
the fighters sprang into
action. But that action
was short lived. The most
intense period of fighting
started April 19, when
the Germans moved in to
liquidate the ghetto. The
Jews were lightly armed,
with hand grenades and
rifles, Molotov cocktails
and a few guns; later, they
had the ammunition they
captured from the Germans.
Their tactical power was
in their knowledge of
the ghetto, its alleys and
underground bunkers, but
their ultimate power came
from the fact that they
had nothing to lose. All
was already lost except
their courage and their
will — their dignity and
their honor. It was not until
mid-May that the Germans
were able to suppress the
uprising.
In the final days of
the uprising, some of
the fighters, including
Edelman, met up with a
street kid, Simha Rotem,

From Page 1
who had snuck into the
ghetto with a Polish sewer
worker. Together they
made a daring escape
through the Warsaw sewers,
culminating in a daylight
exit on Prosia Street, with
stunned Poles watching.
Edelman though was not
content to simply escape. He
went on to fight alongside
the Polish resistance in the
1944 Warsaw Uprising.
After the war, Edelman
married Alina Margolis, a
nurse he met at the Warsaw
Ghetto
hospital,
and
went to medical school.
Eventually, he would
become a cardiologist of
considerable renown.
Life in communist Poland
was not easy, to say the least.
In the late 1960s, Poland’s
communist
government
launched a campaign of
antisemitic
harassment
against its Jewish citizens.
In 1967, Edelman’s position
at a Lodz hospital was
eliminated. A year later, he
was dismissed by a military
hospital. As antisemitism
mounted, his wife and
two children left for Paris,
but Edelman remained in
Poland.
Edelman kept relatively
quiet about his experience

during the war until the
mid-1970s, when he shared
his story with Hannah
Krall, a Polish-Jewish
journalist, who published
his recollections in a book.
In their discussions,
however, Edelman focused
not on himself and his
heroism but on the Jews
who went to their death.
“These people went
quietly and with dignity,”
he said. “It is an awesome
thing, when one is going
so quietly to one’s death. It
is definitely more difficult
than to go out shooting.”
He explained that it is
also a form of resistance to
choose to keep a child alive
a day, an hour, a minute
longer. People resisted with
the means they had at their
disposal.
One might say that
Edelman’s final bullet
was saved for those who
labeled Jews passive, who
said they went like “sheep
to slaughter.” In this phrase
lies the final indignity to
the 6 million who were in
fact slaughtered, but who
were never complicit even
for a second in their own
genocide. Edelman was a
witness to the deaths of so
many, and his views were

their most truthful epitaph.
In Polish national
life,
Edelman
played
a significant role as a
Jew, a symbolic Jew,
an emblematic Jew. He
remained a freedom fighter,
playing an important role
in the early days of the
Solidarity
movement,
which would eventually
bring
down
Poland’s
communist regime.
Edelman was not a
religious Jew — indeed, it
would be fair to say that he
was an anti-religious Jew
— yet he chose his final
resting place in Warsaw’s
Jewish cemetery with the
help of Poland’s chief rabbi.
Edelman was buried in an
individual grave, among
the mass graves of those
who were murdered in the
Warsaw Ghetto. Sixty-six
long years after he and his
comrades fought together,
he has returned to them.
Jon Avnet was the producer,
director and co-writer
of the NBC mini-series
“Uprising.”
Michael
Berenbaum is a professor
of Jewish studies and
director of the Sigi Ziering
Institute
at American
Jewish University.

Rye, New York Native to Climb Mount Everest
Rye, NY -- Wendy Booker
has climbed as climbed six
of the world’s top peaks.
She hopes to become the
first person with a Multiple
Sclerosis diagnosis to climb
to the seventh summit,
that of Mount Everest this
coming Spring. Ms Booker
is motivated to achieving
and sharing her goal to
inspire others. Ms Booker’s
attributes are based on her
being a mother, a survivor,
and a motivator.
She says “I want to
inspire others – especially
young people – not to see

obstacles as mountains
in their way, but more as
challenges to ‘climb’ over
and around. We all have
such ‘mountains’ in our
lives and we cannot let
them stop us.”
Ms Booker will be in New
York City on October 16th,
17th, and 18th to address
an audience of over 400
Multiple Sclerosis patients
and their families and
caregivers at a symposium
at the Mount Sinai Medical
Center. At the symposium,
the audience will hear
from Ms Booker as well as

physicians and researchers
on the newest trends in
Multiple Sclerosis Research
and Treatment.
She was diagnosed with
MS in 1998 and since that
time has not only summited
six of the seven summits
on six different continents,

but has completed nine
marathons. She has tried
to conquer Mt. Everest
already this year, but the
mountain won. But she is
determined to go back next
year.
She is not trying to tell
people they have to climb
mountains or run 26.2
miles, but to not have a
“pity party” after getting a
diagnosis. “It’s all about
attitude. Even the most
severely challenged can
move forward with the right
attitude,” says Booker.
When first diagnosed

with Multiple Sclerosis in
1998, Wendy was initially
devastated. It took very little
time for her to transform
anguish into inspiration.
She immediately turned her
hobby of casual running
into a continuous pursuit
and has now completed
nine marathons. Although
her doctors discouraged
the idea, concerned that
it would worsen her
symptoms, she decided
to continue for her sanity.
Staying active was her way
of coping and accepting her
condition.
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Shifting Gears: The Volvo Everything Machine
a compact Honda CRV,
and its windows are shaped
about the same way. It
rides higher off the road
than most cars, but it is
certainly closer to the
ground than a Ford Escape

station wagon. They call it a
different kind of crossover,
providing a little bit more
than a standard station
wagon – a breed which has
lost popularity in the era
of large and small SUVs –

speed is just a respectable 7
seconds. And its top speed
is 130 – the same category
as the Lincoln MKZ – both
of which cost $42,000.
Inside this Volvo there is
less room than one would

Inside this everything
car the design is eclectic
Scandinavian, with two
thirds of the front dash
slanted towards the driver,
rather than creating two,
nearly equal, cabin-like

or a Nissan Murano, though
its windows and styling
resemble a smaller version
of that Japanese crossover.
In Volvo’s view, the new
XC-60 is neither SUV nor

and a little bit less than the
bulky SUVs which have
lately come to dominate the
American roadway. And as
with many manmade hybrids, the
XC-60 has some
of the strengths
and weaknesses
of each of those
predecessor
vehicles.
The XC-60
certainly handles
like a car and
pickup is like
a sporty sedan.
There
is
no
swayback
like
you would find
in a typical, rearheavy
station
wagon. If you
close your eyes,
the ride could be
that of a typical
family sedan. The
turbocharged V-6
engine provides
a lot of pickup
for this mixed breed car.
If you hit the accelerator
the XC-60 actually jumps
forward, though its 0-60

find in the small SUVs,
but it feels wider, higher,
and more comfortable than
the standard car or station

spaces for the driver and
front passenger. This is
intended to make it easier
for the driver to focus on the
car’s instruments
and controls and,
for the most part,
it works. In terms
of interior space,
there is enough
leg and head
room in the XC60 for a quartet of
6-footers, which
is not necessarily
the case with
the
average
wagon, though
the arm rest is
not intended for
actual use.
There is Volvo’s
trademark
storage
bin
behind the center
console
and
under the dash,
which is perfect
for
purses
though awkward
for items you may want to
actually use wile driving,
like electronic toll passes.

By Roger
Witherspoon
It looks like a station
wagon, but it’s bigger
than most of the cars in
that category. Its rear is
rounded; reminiscent of
the original, popular Ford
Taurus wagon of the early
1990s, but its aggressive
grill is decidedly not part
of a retro look. It has a skid
pad and is nine inches off
of the ground, as if it could
be taken off-road and run
through a trout stream,
though it certainly is not a
Jeep and won’t be found in
the deep woods.
It looks something like
an SUV, but it is smaller
than most of the cars in that
category.
It is about the size of

Astorino Family Welcomes
Ashlin Grace Astorino

Westchester
county
executive candidate Rob
Astorino, his daughter,
Kiley Rose (4), and son,
Sean (6), welcome Ashlin
Grace Astorino to the
family. The 6 lb 12 oz
bouncing baby girl was born

at Northern Westchester
Hospital at 4:04 p.m.,
Thursday, October 8, 2009.
Both baby, pictured here
and mother, Sheila, are
happy and healthy and
doing well.

wagon. And, with all wheel
drive, traction and stability
controls,
it
certainly
handles better.

see Shifting Gears Pg. 23
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Shifting Gears: The Volvo Everything Machine From Page 22
And there is also a light in
the base of the cup holders,
so the driver does not have
to fumble around in the
dark if sipping tea while
driving late at night.
This crossover has
the appropriate
amenities you
might expect in
a $42,000 car –
AM/FM/ Sirius
satellite radio
and an easy to
use Bluetooth
with a built-in
numerical pad
so you don’t
have to use the
cell phone itself
to dial numbers
which are not
already stored
in the system. If
the radio isn’t enough, it
also has connections for a
USB port, iPod and MP3
player.
On the negative side,
however, Volvo apparently
has a lot of young designers
who feel texting while
driving is a valid pursuit
and reading anything else
is a waste of time. Hence
it has the least helpful,

most infuriating navigation
system on the road. If you
want to know how to get
someplace, the lady in the
computer will tell you. But
if you want to know where
you are, forget it. There are

no details on the navigation
map since the designers
believe that people do
not need such a clutter of
information.
So if you are driving
through a strange town
you will see the bright blue
triangle representing your
car moving majestically
through a grid of streets
with no names. It might

as well be the deep blue
sea. There is also nothing
intuitive about its operation,
which is cumbersome.
In addition, the
navigation
system
is
primarily intended to be

controlled by a hand held
remote, which completes
the texting while driving
design. There are also
partial controls on the
steering wheel, but these
are harder to use and
limited in utility – driving
you back too the remote.
That is a strange twist
for a car company with a
well deserved reputation

for a culture of safety and
stability.
This is the same car
which has introduced
Volvo’s new “City Safety”
system, which is intended
to eliminate or reduce the
impact of minor crashes at
speeds under 20 miles per
hour, the area where most
fender-benders occur. A
radar system built behind
the rear view mirror
actually triggers the brakes
if you are closing on the car
in front of you or closing on
a parked car. If the closing
speed is 9 miles per hour or
less, the car will actually
stop. If the closing speed is
10 – 18 miles per hour, the
brakes will cut that speed
in half, thus minimizing the
impact and maximizing the
effectiveness of the bumper
to reduce damages.
That is a thoughtful
touch
and
another
milestone en route to the
day when cars are driven
primarily by an always
alert aggregate of computer
networks controlled by
artificial
intelligence.
Today, however, these are
intelligent aids – like smart

navigation systems which
provide options to route the
driver around traffic jams
or bad weather.
All things considered,
this whatchamacallit of
a car is an innovative
addition in a crowded field
of look alikes on wheels.
2010 Volvo XC-60
MSRP:
$42,250
EPA Mileage: 16 MPG
City; 22 MPG Highway
As Tested Mileage:
15.6 MPG Mixed
Performance / Safety:
Top Speed: 130 MPH
0 – 60 MPH 7.1 Seconds
Towing Capacity: 3,300
Pounds
3.0-Liter turbocharged
DOHC V-6 engine
producing 281 horsepower
and 295 pound-feet of
torque; 6-speed automatic
transmission; all wheel
drive; independent front
and rear suspension;
4-wheel, power assisted
disc brakes; anti-lock
braking; 18-inch alloy
wheels; rack & pinion
steering; stability and
traction control; City
Safety system; trailer
stability assist; dual
chamber side impact
airbags; front and rear fog
lamps; headlight washers;
backup camera.
Interior / Comfort:
AM/FM/ Sirius satellite
HD radio; Bluetooth cell
phone communication;
Dynaudio Sound system
with Dolby Surround
Sound, 650-watt amplifier
and 12 speakers; iPod,
MP3 and USB-ports;
tilt & telescope leather
wrapped steering wheel
with fingertip cruise, audio
and Bluetooth controls;
navigation system with
real-time traffic updates;
powered leather seats;
panoramic sunroof; folding
rear seats.
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The Dignity Memorial®
Vietnam Wall
A Time to Remember, to Reflect, to Heal.
November 11th through November 15th
Fleming Field
Prescott Street, Yonkers, NY
914-965-5488 • 914-377-6700
Free and open to the public 24 hours a day, this traveling replica of the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., stands eight feet high and 240 feet long.
It is inscribed with the names of more than 58,000 service men and women who
died or are missing in Vietnam and is dedicated to all Vietnam veterans.

Volunteers and donations are requested.

The Dignity Memorial Vietnam Wall is brought to you by Dignity Memorial Funeral Providers of
Westchester and Bronx and Mayor Philip A. Amicone of the City of Yonkers.

VOLUNTEER SHIFTS
Please note the dates and times that are available.
FRIDAY
Nov. 13, 2009

SATURDAY
Nov. 14, 2009

SUNDAY
Nov. 15, 2009

8 am
12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am

8 am
12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am

8 am
12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am

–
–
–
–
–
–

12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am
8 am

–
–
–
–
–
–

12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am
8 am

–
–
–
–
–
–

12 pm
4 pm
8 pm
12 am
4 am
8 am

